DONINGTON PARK NATIONAL

RACE INTO THE NIGHT
B E R N I E ’ S V 8 s F U N R AC E
29TH OCTOBER 2022 | OPEN TO ALL*

Join us for our season close event with an exciting twist...
...a 40 minute enduro, racing into the night!
Join us for our season finale BBQ lunch on Saturday

*OPEN TO SINGLE DRIVER, TWO DRIVER OR TWO CAR RELAY TEAMS.
SEE OUR FAQ OVERLEAF FOR MORE INFORMATION

BERNIE’S V8s SEASON CLOSE FUN RACE!
Rare opportunity to race into the night
at Donington Park National with a Single Driver,
Two-Driver or Two-Car-relay format.
» 20 MIN QUALIFYING

» £575 FOR SINGLE CAR

» 40 MIN ENDURO RACE

» £350 EACH FOR TWO-CAR TEAM
FAQ

What does race into the night mean?
The race will start late afternoon and
end at approximately dusk.
Will I need lights?
Donington has track lighting but we
do suggest at the minimum that you
have marker/side lights to allow you
to be seen.
Will there be a pit stop?
Yes – all cars must stop for a
mandatory 60 seconds.
What are the rules on car eligibility?
Entrants do not need to be registered
with Bernie’s V8s. And for this race we
are fully relaxing our regs, bring your
slicks, attach the biggest aerofoils
you can find and no need to hide your
sequential boxes! Come and have fun.

How does it work with cars running
on slicks with aero… ?
To level the playing field, cars running
outside of usual BV8 regs will be
subject to a time penalty at their pit
stop. We will look at weather closer to
the time but between 15-30 second
handicap.
How does the relay work?
Just like a pit stop… driver A pulls
into the pits. Their car remains
stationary for 60 seconds (or longer
if handicapped) and then driver/car
B leaves the pits.
Can I have a whinge and moan
if I don’t win?
Sorry, same BV8 rules apply. No
moaners – only smiles permitted.

